Among Pierce's results is the following theorem: if a is an infinite cardinal
and A is an a-complete Boolean algebra, then A is (a, a)-distributive if and only if the lattice of all continuous real-valued functions on the Stone space of A is (a, a)-distributive.
Our work is motivated by this theorem. Among the results obtained is a generalization of Pierce's theorem which omits the hypotheses that A is a-complete and a = ß.
The major step requires a translation of the statement that the lattice C(X) of all real-valued continuous functions on the topological space X is (a, /3)-distributive into topological properties of the underlying space. Using this translation we then prove that C(X) is (a, a)-distributive whenever it is (a, 2)-distributive, a result already known for Boolean algebras. The validity of this implication is apparently unsettled for the more general case of an arbitrary lattice or even for archimedean lattice-ordered groups. In the last section we present some examples and generalize another theorem of Pierce: if C(X) is (a, a)-distributive when a is the first infinite cardinal, then every continuous real-valued function defined on X is locally constant on a dense set. In another paper we will prove that if C(X) is (a, ^-distributive, then it may be embedded as a regular sublattice of a C(Y) which is a-complete and (a, a)-distributive.
1. Notation and terminology. Each cardinal will be identified with the smallest ordinal of that power. For example, the first infinite cardinal will be denoted Wo-Under this convention each cardinal a is a totally-ordered set. Moreover, iEa is equivalent to i<a. If a and ß are cardinals, the symbols a0 and aXß will denote, respectively, the set of all functions from the set ß into the set a and the Cartesian product of the sets a and ß. An a-sequence is a set indexed by the cardinal a. The set of positive integers will be denoted hy N.
All topological spaces considered in this paper are Hausdorff and completely regular. Recall that a Hausdorff space is completely regular provided that for each closed set H and each point p not in 77, there exists a continuous function from X into the space R of real numbers which assumes the values 0 at p and 1 at each point of H. A subset Z of the space X is called a zeroset if there exists a real-valued continuous function/on X such that Z={x :f(x) = 0}. A subset of X is called a cozeroset if it is the complement of a zeroset. Each cozeroset U is the positive set of a continuous real-valued function /; that is, (7= pos /= {x:f(x)>0}.
Observe that a Hausdorff space X is completely regular precisely when the lattice U(X) of all cozerosets of X is a base for the topology of X. If the Boolean algebra B(X) of all subsets of X which are both open and closed in X forms a base for the topology of X, then we say that X is zerodimensional.
The closure (respectively interior) of a set H in the space X will be denoted cl H or clxTf (respectively int H or intxH). If / is a function defined on X, then /| 77 will denote the restriction of / to H. For general topological background the reader should refer to [4] .
Let L he a lattice. Least upper bounds (greatest lower bounds) in L will be denoted by S or V (II or A). The lattice L is called a-complete if each bounded a-sequence of elements of L has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. A lattice homomorphism / of one lattice into another is called a-complete if 2¿<a a,-= o implies 2¿<a toi = /a. A lattice (or lattice homomorphism) is called complete if it is a-complete for every cardinal a. If L is a sublattice of Af, then it is called a regular sublattice if the injection map is a complete isomorphism.
An ¿-group G is a group with a relation = such that (G, ^) is a lattice in which group translations are lattice automorphisms: for each gEG, By an /-algebra A, we mean an /-group which is an algebra over the real field R in which the product of positive elements is positive and the product of a positive element with a positive real number is positive. We will be concerned with a special class of /-algebras called i-algebras.
A i-algebra is an archimedean /-algebra which has a multiplicative identity 1 that is a weak order unit. If A is a i-algebra, then the set A*= [aCA: \a\ ¿r-1 lor some rCR} of bounded elements of A is also a i-algebra.
The i-algebra A is called bounded if A =A*. An /-ideal of a i-algebra is a ring ideal which is absolutely convex.
The algebra C(X) of all continuous real-valued functions on the topological space X with the operations defined pointwise is clearly a i-algebra. When discussing C(X) we will use the same symbol to denote the real number r and the constant function which assumes only the value r. A subset A of C(X) is uniformly dense if for each fCC (X) and for each nCN, there exists aCA such that |/-a\ ^1/ra.
Proposition.
If A is a uniformly dense sub-$-algebra of C(X), then A is a regular sublattice of C(X).
Proof. Suppose that a, a{CA (iCI), fCC(X), and a,^f<a for all iCI.
There exists nCN such that a/\(f-\-\/n) <a. We can find bCA such that /-1/2«g6^/4-1/2«. Then f^b + l/2n^f+l/n, so ai^(b + l/2n)Aa<a for all iCI-Since (b + l/2n)AaCA, a is not the least upper bound in A of the set {fl<: iCI).
If the i-algebra
A is bounded, it can actually be represented as a uniformly dense sub-i-algebra of C(X) for some compact space X. The space in question has for its points the family il7(^4) of maximal /-ideals of A. A basic open set is of the form {'MC M (A) : f(£9It} for some fC A. For a more thorough discussion and a proof of the following proposition, see [ó].
Proposition.
Let A be a ^-algebra. The space M(A) of maximal lideals of A is a compact Hausdorff space. Moreover, A * is isomorphic to a uniformly dense sub-^-algebra of C(M(A)).
In case A = C(X), M(A) is the familiar Stone-Cech compactification of X (here denoted by ßX), and C(il7(^4)) is isomorphic to C*(X).
Brief use of the following notions will be made in § §3 and 4. A complete discussion and a proof of 1.4 will appear elsewhere. Let X and Y be topological spaces, and let / be a continuous map of X into Y. Let t be the homomorphism of C(Y) into C(Z) induced by /: (if)ix) =/(<(x)). Thus we see that (c) is false when (a) is false. The equivalences of Theorem 2.6 were established for Boolean algebras by D. Scott [14] . Condition (c) is the easiest to verify and will be referred to frequently. We will have occasion to refer to the following proposition as well. For a proof see [8] , 2.7. Proposition.
7« a Boolean algebra A, the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) The Boolean algebra A is (a, ß)-distributive. exist c>Ej3aand dEB such that 0<d¿&;,*(i) for all ¿<a. We have dúfi.tu), so C(Af(4)) is (a, /3)-distributive.
The significance of 2.11 is clear. If we want to establish that a result on infinite distributive laws holds in all «Ê-algebras, we need only show that it holds for C(X) whenever X is compact.
3. Lattices of continuous functions. In this section we begin the discussion of (a, /3)-distributivity in the lattice C(X) of all continuous real-valued functions on a topological space X. Our major goal is to achieve a topological characterization of this lattice property in terms of topological properties of the underlying space. The symbol X will always denote a completely regular space.
Proposition. If C(X) is (a, ß)-distributive, and U is an open subset of X, then C(U) is (a, ß)-distributive.
Proof. Suppose that C(U) is not (a, /^-distributive. Then we can find /> fi,i&C(U)+ (i<a, j<ß) such that ^j<ßfi,,=f>0 for each i<a, while n¿<a/<,0(i)==O for all <]>Eßa-There exists gEC(X)+ such that g vanishes on a neighborhood V of X-U and agrees with / at some point in the positive set of/. For each pair i<a, j<ß, define A,-,y to agree with g on X-U and with ftjAg on U. Define h to agree with gonX-¡7 and with/Ag on U. Each of the new functions is continuous on both V and U; hence they are all continuous on X.
Let <bCßa. If O^kCCiX) and kûhiMi) for all *<o, then k\ UûfiMi) for all i<a, so k\ U=0. Since each A,-,y is zero on X-U, we have k = 0, i.e., ni<a A,^(,) = 0 for each <pCß". Certainly A<,y^A for each i<a, j<ß. Suppose, for fixed i, that kCCiX)+ and hi,j^k for each j<ß. Then/,-,yA(g| U)=hij\ U^k\ U. But A is zero out- Definition. An almost-cover of a topological space X is a family of cozerosets of X whose union is dense in X. An almost-ß-cover is an almost-cover of cardinality ß.
Pierce [8 ] calls a cover of a Boolean algebra any family of elements whose least upper bound is 1. A j3-cover is a cover of cardinality ß. Proposition 2.7, expressed in these terms, says that the following condition is necessary and sufficient for the Boolean algebra A to be (a, /3)-distributive: if ftj is a /3-cover of A for each i <a, then there is a cover of A which refines each ffi,-. (Recall that a family 5 of elements of a partially-ordered set refines the family T if for each s in 5 there exists / in T such that s^t.) We will prove a similar theorem for CiX) by using the notion of almost-cover. The topological characterization of (a, j3)-distributivity which is obtained can be used to generalize results concerning Boolean algebras and in some places to simplify the proofs. We particularly call the reader's attention to Theorem 3.9 which was first proved for compact X with CiX) «-complete and a = ß by Pierce [8] using the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem. The proof given below is set theoretic. Perhaps we should point out the device used to replace the operation of complementation.
Although the lattice U(X) of cozerosets of X is not a complemented lattice, for each UE U(X) there exists a sequence { £/": n <a»0} contained in U(X) such that: (a) U\JUn = X for all re<co0, and (b) if VEU(X) and VCUn for all re<co0, then VC\U is empty. This follows from the observation that X-U is a zeroset and hence is the intersection of a countable family of cozerosets. Proof. It is clear that both statements are true for finite a, so we will assume that a is infinite.
Suppose that C(X) is(a, ß)-distributive, and let { Uij:j<ß} be an almost-/3-cover of X for each i<a. We will begin the proof by showing that there exists <j>Eßa such that int (!,<" (7,x¿) is not empty. Suppose first that ß^a. Since Ui,j is a cozeroset, for each pair i<a, j<ß, there exists a sequence { Ui,j,k: A<coo} in U(X) such that rU<«0 Ui,,-,k = X-Uij. For each triplet i<a,j<ß, and A<co0, let is empty, so the multiplicative inverse g.-.y,* of (fi,i.k,oVfi,j,k,i) exists for each triplet i<a, j<ß, and A<co0. Let hi,jtk,r = (gij,k)(fi,i,k,r). Then hiJ,kio\/hi,j,k,i=l for each triplet i<a,j<ß, k<ú¡o. The cardinality of aXj3Xco0 is a, so, by the distributivity hypothesis, there exist 4>E2aX^x"o and hEC(X) such that O<A^Ai,y,A:,0(i,y,it) for all i<a,j<ß, A<co0. Now, 0 j± pos h C fti<«j<ß,k<w0 pos Äi,y,*,*<i,M).
Fix¿<a. There must hej = \(/(i) </3and X(i) <co0 such that c4(î, ^(¿), \(î')) = 0, for otherwise POS A C Hy^^^,, pos hi,i,k,l = ftj<ß,k<o,t POS/,-,y,t,i = ny<l3ij;<tJ(1 Ui.j.k -ny<|3 (x -Ui,,), which has empty interior. We have jZÍ^pos A Cfi¿<« cf,-^«). Now suppose that ß exceeds a. For each pair i<a, j<ß, there exists a sequence of zerosets {Ziry,;c: A<co0} such that ¿7i,y = U4<Mo Z,-,/,*. For each ¿<a, j</3, A<co0, pick/i.y.t in C(X) satisfying:
A--i/,-,y C £(/*./,*), and Z(l -/,-,y,4) = Zi,jfk. Assume that (b) holds. Suppose that /, fijCC(X)+(i<a, j<ß) satisfy O</=2y<0/,',y for all i<a. Let r be a positive real number such that/(yj =r for some y in X. Consider the cozerosets Uij = {x C X:f(x) <fij(x) + r/3\.
Since 2y<3/i,y=/, it follows that Uy<(3 Ui,j is dense in X for each i<a. In other words, { Uij:j<ß} is an almost-/3-cover for each i<a. The hypothesis implies that U^eis" hit n«a £7«,¿«) is dense. Let W= {x: r/2<f(x)}.
There exists <pCßa such thatF= WiMnt C\i<a UiMi)^0. For x£ F, r/6 = r/2-r/3
<f(x)-r/3<fi,4,(i)(x) lor all ¿<a. Hence n«a/,-,i(i) = 0 is false. By Theorem 2.6, C(X) is (a, /3)-distributive.
It should be remarked that condition (b) of Theorem 3.5 can be weakened as follows. Define a /3-cover of X to be an almost-/3-cover whose union is X. Now (b) holds if and only if whenever 11* is a /3-cover for i <a, there exists an almost-cover which refines each 'U,-. (We will neither prove nor use this condition.) The one point compactification of the integers may be used as an example to show that almost-cover in the previous sentence cannot be replaced by cover.
3.6. Theorem.
C(X) is (a, a)-distributive if and only if it is (a, 2)-distributive.
Proof. Suppose that C(X) is (a, 2)-distributive.
We may assume that a is infinite. For each i<a, let { £/<,,: j'<a} be an almost-cc-cover of X. For each pair i, j<a, there exists a sequence of cozerosets { Ui,j,k: ¿<wo} such that n¡t<Mo Ui,j,k = X-Uij. Let Vi,j,k,o-Uij, and let Vij,k.i= Uij,k. There exists, by hypothesis, an almost-cover °W which refines the almost-2-cover { F<,y,jfc,r: r<2} for each triplet i<a,j<a, k<o¡o. As in the proof of 3.5 it can be shown that "W refines each almost-a-cover { Uij: j<a\.
The converse is obvious. Proof. By 3.6 and 3.8, it suffices to assume that a and ß are both infinite. The lattice of idempotents of C(X) is a regular sublattice which is lattice isomorphic to 73(X). By 2.2(a), 73(X) is (a, /^-distributive whenever C(X) is. Conversely, let {t/,-,y: j<ß} be an almost-/3-cover of X for each i<a. Each Uij is an open F"; hence, for each pair i<a, j<ß, there exists a sequence {Hi,j,k: &<coo| of open and closed subsets of X such that Ui,j = \Jk<UoHi,jik. Observe that the least upper bound of a family of elements of 73 (X) is the closure of their union. For each i <a, cl Uy<0,*<Uo Hijlk = X. By Proposition 2.7, there is a family í C B(X) such that Ui is dense in X and $ refines {Hij,k:j<ß, A<coo} for each i<a. Then SF is an almost-cover which refines each of the given almost-/3-covers. Proof. Observe that 73(X) (resp. C*(X)) is isomorphic to B(ßX) (resp. C(ßX)).
The hypothesis of 3.10 is called for by the fact that there exist zerodimensional spaces whose Stone-Cech compactifications are not zerodimensional [2; 7] . We do not known if the hypothesis can be replaced by the weaker requirement that X be zerodimensional. 4 . Examples.
Proposition.
Let a be an infinite cardinal. If X has a dense set P of points with the property that for each p in P the intersection of any a-sequence of neighborhoods of p has nonempty interior, then C(X) is (a, a)-distributive.
Proof. Let {{ Uij\j<l}
: i<a} be an a-sequence of almost-2-covers of X. Let F be a nonempty open subset of X, and pick a point pEPC\ V. Since X -(c7,-,oUt7,-,i) is a G¡ set with empty interior for each i<a, there exists p(k) <a such that pE t7¿,P(¿). By hypothesis, 0 ?* int f1i<a (FfWi.p«)) Cint n«a Ui,P(i). Thus U*e2« int f\i<a (7i,*(o is dense in X. By Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, C(X) is (a, a)-distributive.
There are a number of spaces which satisfy the hypothesis of 4.1. A space with a dense set of isolated points has this property for every cardinal a. The spaces ßN-N and ßR+ -R+ have no isolated points and satisfy this property for a = co0 [10] . (R+ is the space of nonnegative real numbers.) Moreover, ßR+ -R+ is connected. This suggests the problem : given an infinite cardinal a, does there exist a connected space X such that C(X) is (a, a)-distributive? The answer is yes. Hausdorff [5, p. 182] has guaranteed the existence of a totally ordered set T which is dense-in-itself and satisfies: if \ai:i<a\ and [bi-.i<a\ are subsets of T such that o,<&y for all i, j<a, then there exists c in Tsuch that a,<c</>y for all i,j<a.
Let X be the Dedekind completion of T provided with the order topology. Then X is connected and satisfies the hypothesis of 4.1.
This proposition is related, as most of these results are, to a theorem concerning Boolean algebras. A field of sets is called a-complete-in-the-wider sense if, whenever 2i<a a< exists, 2,<a a, = U¿<a a¿. Certainly every Boolean algebra which is isomorphic to a field of sets which is a-complete-in-the-wider sense is (a, a)-distributive.
Sikorski has proved [12] that a Boolean algebra is isomorphic to such a field of sets precisely when its space of dual prime ideals satisfies the hypothesis of 4.1.
Proposition.
Suppose that X has an open subspace U with the property: U has a dense subset {¿j: i<a} of nonisolated points such that, for each i <a, di has a neighborhood basis of cardinality not exceeding ß. Then C(X) is not (a, ß)-distributive.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, we need only show that C(U) is not (a, ß)-distributive. Let { Uij:j<ß\ be a family of cozerosets of U which form a base for the neighborhoods of dt. For i<a,j<ß, pick a cozeroset F,-,y of U such that diCVij while Víj\JUí,¡= U. Since ¿,-is not isolated, { Vij:j<ß\ is an almost-j3-cover of U for each i<a. However, if the open set V is contained in ni<a F,-,í(¿) for some 4>Cß", then FP\{¿¿: i<a) =0. Hence V=0.
By 3.5, C(U) is not (a, ß)-distributive. 4 .3. Corollary. Let X be a space with a countable base. Then C(X) is (coo, 2)-distributive if and only if X has a dense set of isolated points.
Corollary.
C(X) is (a, a)-distributive for every cardinal a if and only if X has a dense set of isolated points.
If X is a space without isolated points, such that X has a dense subset of cardinality at most a, then C(X) is not (a, 2")-distributive.
A Boolean analogue to 4.4 is found in Tarski's theorem : a Boolean algebra is atomistic if and only if it is (a, a)-distributive for every cardinal a [14] . (Corollary 4.5 was pointed out by the referee.)
